General Grammar Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. We will get there as soon as you ……………….
   - do
   - will
   Either could be used here

2. Tired ………………………. she was, she went on working.
   Please select 2 correct answers
   - though
   - as
   - although

3. …………………………. it may seem strange, I don’t
enjoy watching movies.

Please select 2 correct answers

Though
As
Although

4. Is there .................... water in the pond?
any
some

5. I ...................... the paper to the attorney’s office.
took
brought
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6. I cannot help ........................................ what she is going to do.

   but wonder

   but wondering

   except wonder

7. He ........................................ speak ten languages.

   can

   is able to

   Either could be used here

8. This machine ........................................ be operated
by a child.

9. The exam was ten times ......................... than I expected.

as much difficult

more difficult

Either could be used here

10. I am late, .................................?

amn't I

am I not
aren't I

11. She looks ........................................

intelligent

intelligently

Either could be used here

12. He never lets me ........................................ a sentence.

finish

to finish

finishing
Answers
1. We will get there as soon as you do / will.
2. Tired as / though she was, she went on working.
3. Though / although it may seem strange, I don’t enjoy watching movies.
4. Is there any water in the pond?
5. I took the paper to the attorney’s office.
6. I cannot help but wonder what she is going to do.
7. He can / is able to speak ten languages.
8. This machine cannot be operated by a child.
9. The exam was ten times more difficult than I expected.
10. I am late, aren’t I?
11. She looks intelligent.
12. He never lets me finish a sentence.